MRZR®X: THE MULTI-MISSION PLATFORM

BASED ON THE COMBAT PROVEN AND FIELDED MRZR® VEHICLE PLATFORM

- MRZR IN SERVICE WITH THE US ARMY, AIR FORCE, MARINE CORPS, SOF, AND MORE THAN 30 ALLIED COUNTRIES
- THOUSANDS PRODUCED AND FIELDED – PRODUCTION CAPACITY IN PLACE
- OPTIONALLY MANNED – PROVIDING MORE OPTIONS TO OUR SOLDIERS
- PAYLOAD READY – INDUSTRY STANDARD INTERFACES (IOP, JAUS, ROS) ALLOWING FOR A DIVERSE SET OF PAYLOADS
- AUTONOMY READY – ADD OUR AUTONOMY KIT PROVIDING WAYPOINT NAVIGATION, AREA COVERAGE, MEET ME HERE, SQUAD FORMATION AND OTHERS

MANNED OPERATIONAL SPEEDS:
55 MPH
UNMANNED OPERATIONAL SPEEDS:
UP TO 13 MPH
REMOTE OPERATIONS DISTANCES:
CERTIFIED TO 2KM

The MRZR®X provides an optionally manned, multi-mission platform to provide squad overmatch, no matter the mission. Off-road autonomy is challenging, but no one does off-road better than Polaris, and no one does off-road robotics and autonomy better than ARA and Neya Systems.

802-728-4588   |   MRAK-Robotics@ara.com